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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Bow to gravity
4 Shakespearean

animal
10 Invitation acronym
14 Land in the Seine
15 Side-by-side ones?
16 Tours summers
17 1980 eruption
19 Transport-loss

allowance
20 San __, CA
21 Astronaut Wally
23 __ Nevada
25 More viscous
28 Invigorates
32 __-la-la
33 Armchair athlete’s

channel
36 Munich’s river
37 Grace enders
39 Distinct mus. tones
40 B-complex vitamin,

__ acid
42 Title for M.

Clouseau
43 Fills to capacity
45 Dirty old man
46 Fast fliers’ letters
47 New Testament bk.
48 Pagans
51 Snow remover
53 Weak
57 Region of Israel
61 “A Spy in the House

of Love” writer Nin
62 Fashion designer

Cassini
64 Parks serving

beverages

66 Phoenix of
Egyptian
gods

67 Light someone’s
fuse

68 Nutritionist’s abbr.
69 Singer Feliciano
70 Smoothed
71 Pronounce

DOWN
1 Phil or Chris of the

NFL
2 Mongolian

mountains
3 “Beau __”
4 Disarm a rhinoceros
5 Granada cheer
6 Do goos
7 Opposite of sans
8 Phnom __,

Cambodia
9 Emblem of rank

10 Fashionably old-
fashioned

11 Brings into financial
difficulties

12 Fork in the road
13 Hrs. in Seattle
18 Roman comedy

writer

22 Parks on a bus
24 First Arabic letter
26 German dadaist

Max
27 Scraping tools
29 Luigi’s island
30 Paid parker
31 Segal or Weiss
33 Highway curves
34 Kind of infection
35 Disease-causing

bacteria
38 Mail by mistake
41 Culinary honcho
44 Illustrator Silverstein
49 Smart sets
50 Drew close
52 Inexplicit
54 Max and Buddy
55 Blair or Evans
56 Short literary piece
58 Musical Horne
59 Deserve
60 Good gracious!
62 Wd. acted upon
63 Sign of summer
65 Questionnaire

question
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

The Moysian fit

Weight change is influenced by calories
Dear Dr. Roach: I have

a problem that is opposite
many other peoples’. I lost
10 pounds, going from 130 to
120. I am 5 foot 7 inches tall.
I would appreciate receiving
information on what foods to
eat to gain weight. — H.E.

I hear this question occa-
sionally, and it makes me ner-
vous. Unexplained weight loss
has many possible causes, and
since they are potentially very
serious, it always is worth an
evaluation by your doctor.

Weight change in anyone is
an issue of calories in against
calories out; however, that
simple equation hides several
important truths. Calories
taken in as food are expend-
ed as energy. We require a
certain number of calories
a day to maintain our body
functions, perhaps 1,200 or so
calories a day, but we may
expend many more in activi-
ties. Moreover, we can lose
calories, both through the

intestines (malabsorption,
such as sprue) and through
the kidney (sometimes pro-
tein but most often sugar, in
uncontrolled diabetes).

The metabolism also may be
increased, especially through
an overactive thyroid, but
also through active cancer.
(Cancer causes weight loss via
several different mechanisms,
an important one being sup-
pressing appetite).

Depression is a frequent
cause of weight loss, and it is
sometimes not recognized by
patient or physician. Eating
disorders, especially anorexia
nervosa, can cause life-threat-
ening weight loss, and may
go unrecognized. Although
they occur most commonly in
adolescents, they can occur in
older adults as well.

I had one patient with
unexplained weight loss that,

despite extensive testing, I
just could not find a cause
for. It wasn’t until I visited
her home that I found out she
had literally no food to eat at
home, and she was too embar-
rassed to tell me she couldn’t
afford it.

So, although I certainly
could give you a list of high-
calorie foods to eat, I’d urge
you to get it from your doctor,
after a thorough evaluation.
I am very concerned by your
current weight and your body
mass index of 18.8, which puts
you into the borderline mal-
nourished zone.

Dear Dr. Roach: In a
recent column, you referred
to the DNR (do not resusci-
tate) order.

What do you think of hav-
ing the DNR tattooed on the
inner wrist, where hospitals
place a plastic band? This
would prevent a doctor or fam-
ily from changing the wish of
the patient. — S.B.

I understand this con-
cern very well. People are
concerned that their wishes
might not be respected, and at
least one study has shown that
this is a valid fear, with only
46 percent of DNR decisions
by hospitalized patients being
understood by their doctors.
In fact, I have known not one,
but several physicians and
nurses with large DNR tat-
toos on their chests, where the
paddles to administer electric
shocks would go.

Unfortunately, a tattoo is
not necessarily a reflection of
a reasoned decision. A recent
published article involved a
case of a DNR tattoo placed as
part of a drinking game, and
the person wanted attempted
resuscitation. A tattoo cannot
be honored as a legal docu-
ment. Speak to your doctor
about your wishes and about
documenting them. A POLST
form (www.polst.org) is a
legally binding form accepted
in many states.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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